When I Waltz With You

Words by ALFRED BRYAN

Music by ALBERT GUMBLE

Tempo di Valse

Hear that dreamy tune they are playing, Have this Cupid's arms around me are twining When I waltz with me, One more waltz with me.

waltz with you, And your eyes of blue
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Hear that melody, Oh honey, Don't it sound like
Seem to melt like dew, I can see Love beams in your

some body saying "Waltz with me, sweet heart" O girlie
eyes brightly shining, Loving kisses, too. My heart is

mine, now don't decline, waltz around my heart.
thine, no longer mine, when the dance is through.

CHORUS
poco rit.  a tempo

When I waltz with you, When I waltz with

When I Waltz With You
you. Oh! your eyes seem to shine with something divine, Your glances, like wine, seem to melt into mine, There's a feeling grand I can't understand, But it tells me I love you, Yes, I do, when I waltz with you. When I you.
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